
For total inspection, expediting and management systems implementation and 

auditing solutions, a FREE copy of  our brochure or a no-obligation quote, call now 

on 0161 660 8656 (within UK) or  +1 (404) 462 5729 (from North America)! *

Europa House, Barcroft Street, Bury, Greater Manchester BL9 5BT, UK, Tel: +44 (0)161 660 8656, www.turnerandcoates.com, Email: info@turnerandcoates.com

* Calls on our dedicated North American number can be made until 12 noon EST

These include Canadian cement

and concrete-related building 

materials giant, Lafarge.

Established in 1909, Ontario-

based Lafarge -  a key member 

of LafargeHolcim - manufactures

and solely distributes specialist

building materials, including 

portland cement, aggregates, 

hot-mix asphalt, concrete blocks

and pipes and gypsum for both

residential and commercial use.

Employing over 6,000 people

across more than 400 sites

throughout Canada - including

quarries, plants and distribution

facilities - Lafarge also benefits

from a strong track record in the

provision of asphalting and road

construction services.

We are currently working with 

Lafarge on a new Kiln Cooler Vent

Filter project at its Bath plant, which

has seen us undertake inspections

on individual filter parts, equipment

and components being fabricated

both in Italy and Egypt. 

These include the Bag Filter -

incorporating the support structure

and stairs/ platform, the Heat 

Exchanger and tube bundles, all 

access platforms around the dust

handling conveyors, the fan and

its stack platform, and the overall

support structures for both the

roof ducts and drop-out chamber.

The majority of the above 

equipment and components were

fabricated in the shop in Egypt -

apart from the tube bundles which

were made at Redecam in Italy. 

In addition to full site inspections

in both countries, we also oversaw

the shipment of equipment from 

Italy, including final inspections,

packing checks, and confirmation

of packing lists.

“This is a very exciting new

partnership for us,” concludes

Managing Director of Turner &

Coates, Neil Coulborn. “The Kiln

Cooler Vent Filter at its Bath plant

is a key project for Lafarge, and 

to be contracted to provide full 

inspection and expediting services

- both physical and virtual - is 

testament to our superb, core team

of professionals, and wider network

of tried-and-trusted inspectors in 

Southern Europe.”

Still growing... even in 
the face of Coronavirus!
2020 has been a year of unwanted, unforeseen and
unprecedented challenges for each and every single one
of us, with regard to both our working and personal lives.
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Yet, even in the midst of the most troublesome and uncertain 
financial climate and industrial conditions many of us have 

experienced in our lifetimes, we at Turner & Coates have 
adapted our core offering and re-shaped our service provision, 

to grow our business... and gain some exciting new clients!

A flagbearing organisation: Lafarge is

Canada’s largest provider of sustainable

construct ion materials.


